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Oneeandistinguish between two apparently very differ-
entwaysof employing expressive art practice in teach-
ingchildrenabout the natural environment. In the first,
artpracticeis a rnethod for facilitating a reconnection of
childrenwith nature. In the other, the creative process
withchildren is a way of aiding them to make sense of,
andto cope with, the current ecological crisis. At first
glance,the two approaches may look like extremes at the
oppositeends of a spectrum. For the primary associa-
tionof engaging the arts in enhancing nature awareness
maybeone of joy, of opening an aesthetic sensibiliry and
ignitinga sense of wonder. In contrast, the idea of art as
anaide (mentally, psychologically and spiritually) to fa-
ciliratecoping with the ecological calamities around us -
boththose that are manifest and those that are feared for
- mostlikelywill provoke images of doom and gloom, of
darknessand despair. In my view, however, both modes
ofrelatingto the environment through art can be thought
ofin fact, as being complementary to each other,

ARrS-BASED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Inthe early 90'S of the rwentieth century, a new form of
environmentaleducation was conceptualized in Finland,
in which artistic practice played a key role. Different
fromother rypes of outdoor or environmental education
whichoffer room for aesthetic experiences - such as the
'aowlearning' approach outlined in the popular nature
awarenessbooks ofJoseph Cornell, the 'earth education'
programsof Steve Van Matre, and 'place-based educa-
tion'as promoted by David Sobel - arts-based environ-
menta!education turns the tables in a fundamental way.
Artis not an added qualiry, the icing on the cake; it is
ratherthe point of departure in the effort to find ways
inwhich children can conneet to nature. To make this
clearerit may be instructive to dweil a Iittle on the po-
tenrialof art practice in education.
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What is art? In the definition of Finnish artist Osmo Rauhaa
(2003, 24), art is one of man's antennae stretched out to sense tbe
world: 'Ir is a way of existing and of understanding one's exis-
ence ... By sensitizing our perceptions, it makes us susceprible 10

new information, which may not necessarily come to us in the
form oflanguage.'

Art activities offer a person unique, often non-cognitive ways
of interpreting and signif}ring experiences in rhe world. They have
a tendency to reach the sensory, perceptual, emotional, cognitive,
symbolic and creative levels of human beings. Through the mak-
ing and contemplation of art, a person's abiliry enhances, creating
the possibiliry of getting in closer touch with rhe inner levelsof
the psyche. At the same time, such activities feed and guide Out

sensibiliry for realiry and life. They can sharpen and refine our per·
ception and make us sensitive to the mystery of the things around
us. In the context oflearning about nature, art thus seems to have
a potential that conventional nature education approaches lack,as
these are more often than not based on a model of handing overa
body ofknowledge thatis already established in advance.

Through art, we can see and approach the outside world afresh.
Art can hit us unexpectedly, catch us off-guard, and sometimes
provoke us. This estrangement or defamiliarization is an impor-
tant qualiry of art. Ir helps us to review and renew our understand-
ings of everyday things and events which are so familiar to us,Out

perception of them has become routine. In that sense working
with art encompasses a learning process that is inherently experi-
ential and open-ended.

Seeking and pushing the boundaries. American cartoonist Scon
Adams once put it this way: 'Creativiry is allowing yourself 10

make mistakes. Art is knowing which ones to keep.' And Stephen
Nachmnovitch has beautifully elaborated how, in musical irnprov-
isation, your 'mistakes' can be meaningful gifts that allow you 10

move along in new and exciting ways. Finally, art can open usup
to chaos, to the presence of contradiction, paradox and ambiguity.
Especially, this latter qualiry of art can be of great value in our cur-
rent times, as I will try to elucidate later.

In 1995, Finnish art educator Meri-Helga Mantere defined arts·
based environmental education (AEE) as a form of learning thaI
aims to develop environmental understanding and responsibility
'by becoming more receptive to sense perceptions and observa-
tions and by using artistic methods to express personal environ-



mentalexperiences and thoughts' (1995, I).' In her view,
AEE can also be an approach that teachers can employ to
addressmatters of value and lifestyle with the children,
particularly questions that are raised by the ecological
crisis.When such issues are approached using artistie
methods 'otherwise unattainable areas of experience'
canbe reached (Mantere 1995, ibid.). AEE tends to have
theserwo sides: it aims to increase the students' open-
nessand sensitivity and it can help them find new and
personalways to articulate and share their cnvironmen-
ralexperiences, 'which might be beautiful, disgusting,
peacefulor threatening' (Mantere 1998).

In a personal communication, Mantere provided me
withan exarnple of an AEE exercise in whieh bath di-
mensionsare combined. In this task, children are asked by
meteacher to go out into nature and nnd three different
naturalobjects: one related to 'birth' , one to 'living', and
oneto 'death.' Subsequently, upon return, they are asked
[0 speak in the group about the items they have found
andto give expression to what they have come up with in
meform of an artwork such as a poem or painting.

RAnICALAMAZEMENT

Inthe following, I want to focus a bit more on the value
ofart practice in connecting with nature. In his baak
Drawing Closer to Nature, Peter London asserts that the
creationof art is not sorne esoterie activity of a gifted few;
[0 him, it is the natural way of forming meaning when-
everimportant issues are addressed sincerely. Art can be
animportant help when one wants to farm meaning
rromnature: 'The ways of Nature are not self-evident.
atureis deeply layered, just as we are ... Ta access ever-

increasinglayers of Nature, bath inward and ourward,
wemustprepare our selves. The artistie process - whieh
wenow employ mostly to make aesthetic amenities -
canbe employed to prepare us first to see and then to
knowtheadjacent and subsequent levels of Nature, with
whichwe are barely familiar' (London 2003, 63). In this,
Londonis inspired by the writings of Abraham Joshua
Heschel,who nrmly believed that our goal should be to
liveIifein 'radical amazement.' Hesehel would encour-

I The aspect of 'environment' in
arts-based environmental ed-
ucation, as it is being devel-
oped in Finland, pertains to
bom me built (man-made)
environment and me natu-
ra! environment. In mat way
me connotatien of me word
is more in line wi th the use
of the word in 'environrnen-
tal art' man with Anglo-Sax-
on meanings of environmen-
tal or outdoor educarion. My
focus in this paper is primarily
on AEE as a specific approach
to conneet to nature, or more
aptly, to what David Abram
(1996) called me 'more-man-
human-world.'
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age his students to get up in the morning and look at the world in
a way that takes nothing for granted. For hirn, radical arnazement
refers to aH realiry, not only to what we see but also to our own
selves 'that see and are amazed at their ability to see.'

Rachel Carson, in her posthumously published book The Seme
of Wonder, encouraged this attitude of curiosity as weU. For most
of us, she says, knowledge of our world comes largely through
sighr, yet we look about with such unseeing eyes that we are par·
tially blind. One way to open our eyes to unnoticed beauty, she
suggests, is to ask ourselves: 'What if I had never seen this beforei
What if I knew I would never see it again?' Carson shares a story
of asurnmer night spent with a friend on a peninsula with waters
at all sides. Ir was a clear night without a moon. They lay on their
backs and looked up at the sky and the millions of stars. Onee or
twice a meteor burned its way into the earth's atmosphere. Having
witnessed this, Carson reflects: 'Ir occurred to me that if this were
a sight that could be seen only once in a century or even onee in
a hu man generation, this little headland would be thronged with
spectators. But it can be seen many scores of nights in any year,
and so the lights burned in the cottages and the inhabitants prob-
ably gave not a thought to the beauty overhead; and because they
could see it almost any night perbaps they wilt never see it (Carson
1998, 69; italics mine).

For Paul Valéry, 'to see is to forget the name of the thing one
sees.' Claude Monet gave similar advice to art students: 'Whenev-
er you go out to paint, try to forget what objects you have in from
of you - a tree, a house, a field, or whatever. Merely think, here is
a little squeeze ofblue, here an oblong of pink, here a streak of yel-
low, and paint it just like it looks to you, the exact color and shape,
until it gives your own naïve impression of the scene before you.'
Such a 'being in the moment' provides endless possibilities for ar-
tistic expression, as his contemporary Paul Cézanne affirmed: 'The
same object seen from a different angle, gives a subject for study of
the highest interest and so varied that I think I could be occupied
for months without changing my place, simply bending more ra
the right or left' (both painters quoted in Fletcher 2001, 185).

RECEPTIVITY

To me it seems that, in such instances as both naturalists and art-
ists describe here, a key relationship between creativity and recep-
tivity is at play. The relationship can be perceived as such, that a



greaterreceptivity towards our environment has a stimulating im-
pacton our creative endeavors. There is also a mirror relationship:
when a persen's creativity is provoked, his or her receptivity co
phenomena in me environment may be increased, concurrently,
Accordingco Stephen Nachmanovitch (1990, 34), the creative and
me receptive, making and sensing, 'are a resonant pair, matching
andanswering each other.' David Abram, in a similar vein, speaks
ofthe need for any living creature to adapt co the immediate situ-
ation in which it finds itself: 'However determinate one's genetic
inheritance, it must still, as it were, be woven into me present,
an activity mat necessarily involves bom a receptivity co specific
shapesand textures of mat present and a spontaneous creativity
inadjusting oneself (and one's inheritance) co those contours. Ir is
misopen activiry, mis dynamic blend of receptivity and creativity
bywhich every animate organism necessarily orients itself co me
world (and orients me world around itself), mat we speak of by
theterm 'perception" (Abram 1996, 50).

In more common ways of understanding perception within rhe
fieldof cognitive psychology, there is less appreciation of mis con-
tinuous interplay mat goes on: me process is usually understood
asone-directional, as in mis scholarly definition: 'Perception refers
cothe way in which we interpret me information gamered (and
processed)by me senses. In a word, we sense me presence of a
stimulus,but we perceive what it is.' (Levine and Shefner 1981, I).
Asthey put ir, our sensations require interpretation in order for
perceptionto occur.

Nachmanovitch's and Abrarn's focus on me reverberating pair
of receptivityand creativity brings Heidegger's concept of Gelas-
senheit (releasernent) to mind, which can be understood as a state
of'lening be.' But mis equanimity it is not mere passivity. Ir is a
formofengagement with me world whereby we actively keep our-
selvesin a state of receptiviry for what may occur co us. This kind
ofreceptivityimplies allowing for a state of what one might call
'mindfulvulnerability' co me world. As Laura Sewall (1999, 1I8)
elegantlyputs it: you must first open me palm to receive.

I believe art practice has such great value in efforts co 'draw
closerto nature' because it encourages such an open 'orienring co
theworld.' I will try co argue the relevanee of studying and devei-
opingarts-based approaches further by relating it co me context of
theradicalaltered relationship children nowadays have co nature.
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D1STANCE FROM NATURE

Current efforts to heighten children's sensitivity to their environ-
ment take place in a time when children are more and more dis-
connected from nature. In the United States, by the 1990S,thera-
dius around a home where children were allowed to roam on their
own had shrunk to a ninth of what is had been in 1970. Today,
average eight-year old kids in America are better able ro identi~
cartoon characters than native species in their own cornrnuniry
such as beetles and oak trees. In his Last Chiid of tbe Wóodr. Saving
Dur Cbildren from Nature-Deficit Disorder author Richard Louv
gives more of these graphic indications of the 'nature gap' thatis
manifesting itsdf. Louv quotes a six-grader from San Diego who
tells him thar, rather than playing outside, he likes to be in me
house 'because that's where all the electtic oudets are' (Louv 2005,

IQ). The attitude of the boy seems rypical. In a recent featurear-
tiele on the detachment of children from the natural world, Peter
Fimrite (2007) quotes a teenager saying that in Yosemite and other
national parks 'the only thing you look at is the trees, the grassand
the sky.' The boy found the experience of going to the shopping
mali far more exhilarating.

Twenty years ago, Jerry Mander, author of Four Argumentsfor
the Eliminasion ofTelevision, gave the foUowing explanation forthe
lack of appeal of nature to people in the information age:

When you are watching TlI, alf this information is moving very
quickly; it is a very byperactiue kind of imagery. We have images
constantly fiactured. In Jact, you are living in a universe that,
from a perceptual point of view, is impossibly fast. Then you
turn the set olf after a iobile, and you are just in the room again.
The room is not moving around; it is not cutting forward and
backward in time. There are no cartoom appearing in front of
you, tbere is no music and dancing, tbere are no products mou-
ing about, tbere is no exciting news from tbe wor/d, tbere areno
stories being told - its just the room. Then you go outside, letS
say into nature. Nature is really slow. I mean you cannot seethe
blade of grass growing. Ta experience nature requires being very
slow; very tuned in. It requires perceptual systems which are very
calm. And my belief is that the more that people are involved
in tbis fast information - and in America the average person is
doing this flr jive hours a day - the more tbeir perceptual expeti-
ences are living at tbe speed of the media. ?hey are unable any
langer to deal with the quiet of ordinary lift. Americans cannot
perceiue things that are slow anymore .... What is basically hap-



pening is tbat they have been wiped out as perceptaal creatures
(Mander, in a radio interview by Germaine Groenier I986).

Now, with the seduction of computer and video games next
to the appeal of TV, nature has become even more 'boring' - or
worse:irrelevant - to youngsters. In densely populated countries
likeme Netherlands, the situation is particularly alarming: a study
carriedout in 2005 found that only 17 percent of the children be-
tween8 and 18 years respond that they like to be in nature. Many
havenever even been inside a nature reserve (Young Mentality
2005). One perhaps would assume that the situation would be
differentin countries were there is still abundance of nature left.
However,the 'nature gap' seems to be present in such countries
alweil.Riitta Heikkinen (2002), for example, reports on a survey
amongschoolchildren in Finland which found that they are un-
ableto identify even the most common tree species. Alarmed by
misfinding, the educational authorities have launched extensive
campaignsto re-establish the lost link berween forests and the 'for-
est-dwelling'Finnish people.

Blamingthis situation solely on the attractiveness of sitting be-
hindcomputers or playing video games - though this certainly
constitutesan important factor - would be too simple. Louv men-
tionsother factors that come into play such as an exaggerated fear
ofthe dangers of being out in nature (what he calls 'the Bogey-
mansyndrome'), worries about liability issues, and the unchecked
spreadof urban sprawl into natural areas. Underneath these phe-
nomena,however, a more profound cultural transformation seems
tobetaking place, giving lead to the disconnection berween chil-
drenand nature.

Oneof these undercurrents at a deeper level is a slow but pro-
foundchange in our relation to our environment, a deep shift in
bowwe experience things. We - and particularly children - lack
possibilitiesand seem less and less able to learn about the world first
handthrough our own actions in it. Most impressions come to us
'secondhand' by representations provided by others - with major
consequences.As Robert Michael Pyle (1993, 140) points out: 'One
ofmegreatest causes of the ecological crisis is the state of personal
alienationfrom nature in which many people live. We lack a sense
ofintimacywith the living world. The extinction of experience im-
pliesa cycleof disaffection. The extinction of experience sucks the
lifefromme land, the intimacy from the connection.'
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OVERSTIMULATION

How weil are humans able to deal with all the informationcoming
our way? Our brains are set up for an agrarian, nature-oriemcd
existence that carne into focus 5,000 years ago. Socia!phUosophen
such as Michael Gurian argue that human beings neurolo~caIJy
havent caught up with coday's over-stimulating environment
Rachel and Stephen Kaplan (1989) have done extensiveresearch
on what they define as 'directed attention fatigue.' This 'condinei
builds up as follows: at schools, in business, or when drivinga
car, our brain is continuously focused in order to do mejob.We
sort and prioritize. The brain aims to solve problems and toreach
results. But there is a limit to how long the brain can be inthis
focused attention mode. After a while, we need to take a break.We
notice when the brain is overstressed when we become tiredand
easily irritated. If we then do not give the brain rest in me form
of an environment with low information aow, we can becomei\I,
Ir then becomes difficult to think clearly, our memory failsusand
we feel worn out.

Yet, in our culture rhe dominant move still seems to be towards
finding and taking in more and more external stimuli. Newbehe-
ioral modes and capacities come to the fore, such as multi-tasking
which can be defined as the ability of a person to performmore
than one task at the time. For an extreme example one maythink
of a teenager sitting on the couch, doing his homework withhs
laptop on his knees, simultaneously chatting via MSN withM
pais, receiving and sending text messages through his cellphone,
and a!so keeping an eye out for what is happening on a te\evision
screen further away in the room.

If there's one thing our culture has given us, culture criticRe-
becca Solnit (2004) suggests, 'it is the opportunity to havesome-
thing else that's next, or just multi-raskable right now. Theway
one casually meers people at parties is how we mosdy meetthe
world's places nowadays.'

Former Apple and Microsoft executive Linda Stone believes
that we have moved even beyond that. According to her, weare
faced now with a form of post multi-tasking behavior, that she
termed 'continuo us partia! attention.' This is the difference:

When we multi-task, we are motivated by a desire to be more
productive and more efficient. Wé give the samepriority tomuch
of what we do when we multi-task .... Wé get as many thin1J
done at one time as we possibly can. In the case of continsou



partial attention. we are motivated by a desire to be a live node
on the network. We want to connect, we want to effectively scan
for opportunity and optimize for the best opportunities - actiui-
ties or people - in any given moment .... Topay continuous par-
tial attention is to keep a top level item in focus, and constantly
scan the periphery in case sometbing more important - to us, in
that moment, - emerges (Stone 2006).

Summarizing, Stone says: 'We were everywhere except where
weacruallywere physically.' This era, with its focus on being con-
neered all the time, is contributing to a feeling of overwhelrn,
over-stimulation and a sense ofbeing unfulfilled. She believes that
continuous partial attention can, like so many other things, be a
veryfunctional behavior - that is: in small doses. In large doses,
however, 'it contributes to a srressful Iifesryle, to operating in crisis
management mode, and to a compromised ability to reflect, to
makedecisions, and to think creatively' (Scene, ibid.).

FAJLURE OF OUR lMAGINATION

Incontrast to these new and detached behavioral modes mat are
evolving,it seems to me that current developments in our envi-
ronment- more man ever - call for me exact opposite: they ur-

gentlydemand our focused attention and me full engagement of
ourreflectivecapacities. The global ecological crisis we are facing
hasmany sides. To name some of me more manifest, media-cov-
eredphenomena: overpopulation, global warming, ozone deple-
tien, biodiversity loss, ecosystem collapse, toxic pollution, ocean
degradation,arabie land loss, fresh water shortages, deforestation
andspeciesextinction. Zeroing in on just the last one; current
estimatesare mat 30,000 species are becoming extinct each year,
representingan increase by 1000 species per year since me 1970's.
Scientists call it the Sixth Mass Species Extinction Event.

Howareyoung people, growing up in mis age, to make sense of
andcopewith all this gloom and doom? For many, it may simply
he toomuch to take in, given me constant information overload
andfracturedattention. I believe mat there is yet another, less ob-
viousreasonfor tuning off, which may have to do with the limits
tothehuman capacity of imagination.

Moreman half a century ago, German philosopher Günther
Anderscalledattention to me inadequacy of human imagination
infaceof danger. After Auschwitz and Hiroshima, Anders had
come to the conviction mat there are certain realities mat we can-
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nor imagine ourselves, realities that we ourselves have created.Ac-
cording to him, the capacity of the human faculties ofimagination
and representation fails to match the speed and ferocity of theeen-
-tuty's key developments and events. In the course of time, hear-
gued, the relationship between acting and imagining has changed.
To our predecessors, it was a matter of common sense that the
realm of imagined possibilities was much bigger than what eould
be do ne in practice. But our condition, Anders maintained, isthe
complete reverse: the human capacity to imagine things is lirnited,
compared to the seemingly endless technical capacity of humani-
ty's instruments.

Experimental psychology has identified thresholds, where eer-
tain stimuli remain so minute, that they remain subliminal to us.
They are not consciously registered because they remain below
the threshold of perception. Anders suggested that we should also
consider the opposite, if we are to understand certain phenomena
of our time. There may be stimuli which are simply too big to be
perceived by our senses. Those stimuli are superliminal. And that
what we no longer can perceive, does not impact on us ernotion-
ally. Because of that, our responses remain inadequate (Anders
1972; Van Dijk 2000).

GLOBAL WARMING

Global warming may be a current superliminal phenomenon that
does not really 'register.' Bill McKibben, in The End of Nature
(1989) was one of the first to point out to a general audience what
the consequences of global warming would beo Fifieen yearslater,
in 2003, he reflects on the reasons why people find it so hardco
grasp what's going on. Like Anders, he calls it 'a failure of imagina-
tion.' We have escaped our most recent fear, nuclear annihilation
via the Cold War. Because of that, McKibben suggests, we resist
being scared allover again. In rus view, the contrast berweentwo
speeds is the key fact of our age: between the pace at which the
physical world is changing and the pace at which human societyis
reacting to this change.

But how is it for children and their imaginative capacitieswith
regard to elimate chaos we are experiencing today? In a recentweb
artiele Sonja Waters, office manager of the nonprofit environmen-
tal organization Grist, gives an account of an incident that she
had with her teenage daughter that thoroughly shocked her. Her
daughter told her that she was having elimate nightmares. Here



p

isan excerpt of the unsettling conversation between mother and
daughter:

Nikki: 'The world is going to end anyway, so why botberi' Her
shoulders slumped as sbe pendered her closed books.

Sonja: 1 thought I had heard all the excusesJor not doing your
homework. What are you talking about?'

Nikki: 'Global warming, Mom, jeez. Tbe polar caps are melt-
ing. The world as we know it will end very soon. We cant stop it.
Humans suck' (Wáters 2007 J.

Waters says that she is, in genera!, a proponent of expos-
ingkids to 'the dark side' ; she believes children need to see the
badthings of our world, provided that there are adults around
whocan guide them and in which they can put their trust.
But the realization that kids like Nikki think that they wil!
not be here in 50 years, makes Waters wonder: 'What the helI
arewe doing to our kids?' If this example is typical of the atti-
tudeamong youngsters in Western countries, a serious concern
seemswarranted about the extent to which children are able to
dealwith the gloomy future forecasts that are put on their plates.
Onereaction people may have to extreme mental pressure is the
bluntingof their sensibilities, through unconsciously (or by voli-
tion)diminishing their capacity or inclination to feel; a blocking
offeelings,images, or both. Psychiatrist Robert Jay Linon calls
this'psychicnumbing.' This reduced emotional responsiveness to
overwhelmingexperiences 'is a very basic tendency of the human
reactiontoward threar, particularly when that threat is vast, ulti-
mate,and yet so technologically distanced, as to become unreal.'
In a recent interview for Johan Söderbergs film Planet (2006),
Linonspeaksparticularly about nurnbing in the context of man-
inducedglobal warming. He maintains that humans share a pro-
foundfear, even a terror, of destroying the hu man habitat with
ourowntechnology, by our own hand, and to no purpose. That
kindof fear,he asserts, enters into religious areas, because we now
knowthat we can do what in the past only God could do, which
is10 destroythe world. According to Linon, nothing that we do
intheworld is entirely free of this fear: 'Ir is a shadow underneath
everything.'In the same film, Swedish psychoanalyst Marta Cull-
berg-Westonmakes a similar observation, stressing the 'survival
value'of numbing:
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When we get very tbreatening injormation, we do deny it, we
put it aside, and even ijwe hear tbe injormation, and even ijwe
can sart-of believe the information, we still manage to suppress
it in some way.... [People] find these doomsday sort-of scenarios
so threatening tbat they dons want to take tbem in. Ij tbis in-
formation arouses too much anxiety inside, defense mecbanisms
come into play. And we must not forget tbat these are survival
mechanisms; originally they are really there to help people not to
bejlooded by anxiety.

According to Chellis Glendinning (1993), a 'dead to the world'
approach to life has become the modus operandi of most people
living in mass technological society: 'How could we be otherwise,
given the plethora of threats and dangers?' The person defends
himself by making himself smal!, by drawing a curtain over his
sensory organs.

HIGH DEMANDS FOR FUTURE EDUCATION

In contrast with these variations on the pessimistic diagnosis that
cognitive dissociation is the prevailing response vis-à-vis the eco-
logica! crisis, clinica! psychoIogist and educator Maureen O'Hara
(2005) believes that the current existential predicament ofhuman-
ity offers also a learning opportunity - that is: ijwe take steps
to avoid possible cultural and psychological meltdown. Whal is
needed, she argues, is a cultivation of 'the necessary capacities of
mind to live well in an unavoidably uncertain world.' Approv-
ingly, she quotes novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald: 'The test of first-rare
intelligence is the abiliry to hold [Wo opposed ideas in the mind at
the same time and still retain the ability to function. One should,
for example, be able to see that things are hopeless and yel he
determined to make them otherwise.' In our time, says O'Hara,
we need the capacity to hold nor just [Wo opposing ideas al the
same time but many, and we have to resist the desire for easy eer-
tainty and premature closure. There is a need to invent new kinds
of socializing experiences, so that people learn to see the world
through new eyes and to take in its complexity without becoming
overwhelmed by it:

Wé need to cultiuate intuition and appreciaiion of the non-
rational; not as substitutes for reason and skepticism, but asa
complement to them. Wé need to cultiuate both/and thinking,
enbance our capacity for bolistic perception. gestalt au/arena;
network logic and pattern recognition. Along with a capacity10



focus, we need to be at home with fozziness and a wide-angle
view. Wé wilt need to balance a fear that we have not enough
information with the problems of having too much. People wilt
need to become comfortable in a world of fluid boundaries, un-
derstanding the world as a continuous web of relationally con-
nected integrities (O'Hara 2005, 7J.

ART WORKING IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION

Oneway oflooking at art is that it can offer a person unique, of ten
non-cognitive ways of interpreting and signifying experiences in
theworld. Art can feed and guide our sensibiliry for reality and
Iife.Art activities have a tendency to reach, in different degrees of
intensity;the sensory, perceptual, emotional, cognitive, symbolic
andereative levels of human beings.

Expressive art therapist Shaun McNiff (2004) speaks of 'aes-
theticconternplation', whieh enables us to find a new relationship
toour environment. When looking deeply at things, he writes, we
getoutside ourselves and become immersed in the object of con-
templation. This meditation brings new and vital energy into our
Iives.The creative process helps to reframe the perceived problem
andto relate to it in a different way.

In our lives, so much more attention is given to separations than
to eonnections, and creativity suffers because it depends upon a
freecirculation of energy and the making of new relationships. Art
isoften aimed at finding new associations, connecting that what
beforewas or seemed unconnected. Instead of taking things apart
in smaller and smaller units - the way in whieh reductionist sci-
eneeevolves - it is interested in hnding relationships, connections.
In that way it resonates with the different approach to biology
that Gregory Bateson advocated: to look for the pattern that con-
neets.If our purposive rationality is not aided by such phenomena
as art, religion, dream, and the like, it is 'necessarily pathogenie
and destructive of life' (Bateson, 1972, 146). Elsewhere Bateson
stated more blundy: 'Break the pattern whieh connects the items
oflearning and you necessarily destroy all quality' (1980, 8).

Art is also about coming to grips with ugliness, darkness, and
failure. Students can learn something for life by means of artis-
tic processes, namely that going through failure and experiencing
one's own inadequacies need not involve losing one's feelings of
self-worth. Dorothee Scheck-Köhler puts it this way:
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· .. The great opportunity whieh art offers us is that it can ht~
relieue cbildren of their fiar of eoming to grief it can help them
experience that you can only gain somahing ijyour ejfortsin-
clude, or even proooke, the possibility of foilure. A defeat is no
sueh tbing ij it provides the starting point for sometbing neu:
The most important aspect of the artistic process is the expeti-
ence of actioely taking hold of the spaces offered by freedom....
The spaces in whieh /ree artistic encounters take plaee are a/ways
emotionally loaded; but in a positive sense. There are stagesof
perplexity and despair whieh can befollowed quite sudden/y by a
new breakthrough and experiences ofjoy (Köhler, cited in Stockli
200I, IO).

An important aspect of art is its abiliry to deal with contra-
dictions and ambiguiry. For example the effort to find a future
perspective and meaning in one's life and to simulraneously ac-
knowledge the immensiry of the challenges we are faced with,The
scope and magnitude of today's environmental crises is hard, if not
impossible, to grasp. Yet, by ignoring the probiems, they do notgo
away. For children, they may pop up in a nightmare, or unexpect-
edly find a way of expression in art works. Ir is here that AEEcan
also be of therapeutic value (with the big advantage of not having
the heavy label ofbeing 'rherapy').

According to Mantere, one of the main meanings of art through
the ages has been its abiliry to reach the deeper levels of the psyche
and to act as a channel and possibiliry for giving shape to feelings
that are aften unconscious. Because of this she maintains matalso
the 'dark' side of rhe mind, once having achieved for, can be inte-
grated into the totality of the psyche, and can thus be maderela-
tive. Without becoming an art therapist, an art teacher cannev-
ertheless act therapeutically, assuming a willingness ra givepupils
and students art exercises in which they can break down theicpos-
sible fears, life-negating visions and hopelessness in a sufficiencly
secure context. Mantere (1992, 23): 'Ir is a therapeutic practiceto
receive these pictures with respect for the students' views andtheir
world of mental images, while at the same time trying to passona
positive attitude towards life and hope for the future.'

Psychoanalyst Rollo May, in his The Courage to Create, writes
that it requires courage to live with sensitiviry. This courageto
confront the 'anxiery of nothingness' will be the opposite ofde-
spair, not the absence of it. Ir is the capaciry 'to move aheadin
spite of despair' (May 1975, II-!2; italics mine).This attitude isalso



containedin this famous quote, attributed to Martin Luther: 'If
Ibelievedthe world were to end tornorrow, I would still plant a
treetoday.'

AWAKENING THE SENSES AND CaPING WITH NUMBING

Framme realm of psychotherapy, writers such as James Hillman,
ThomasMoore and Robert SardeIlo have put forward rhe neces-
sityof re-sensitizing our aesthetic responses to the environment,
whethernatural or man-made, if ecologïcal or politica! carastro-
pheis to be avoided (Maclagan 2001, 19). Yet, as Bill McKibben
(2005) points out, we are faced with a curious paradox. In the
courseof a couple of generations our species has managed to pow-
erfullyraisethe temperature of an entire planet, to knock its most
basicsystemsout of kilter. But oddly, he says, though we know
aboutit, we don't know about it. It hasn't registered in our gut; it
isnt part of our culture.

Where are the books? The poems? The plays? The goddamn op-
eras?Compare it to, say, the horror of AIDS in the last two dec-
ades, which has produced a staggering outpouring of art tbat, in
turn, has had real political effict. I mean, when people someday
look back on our moment, tbe single most significant item wil!
doubtless be the sudden spiking temperature. But they'll have a
hel! of a time figuring out what it rneant to us....

ft may u/ell be that because no one stands outside the scene, no
onehas the disrance to make art from it. But uie'ue got to try. Art,
like religion, is one ofthe ways we digest what is happening to us,
make tbe sense out ofit tbat proceeds to action .... ~ can register
what is happening with satellites and scientific instruments, but
can we register it in our imaginations, tbe most sensitiue of all
our devices?

Ifwe follow up on McKibben's plea and call upon art practice
asa way in which we can help children to make some sense of
meecologicalcrisis, and if we engage art to re-sensitize their re-
sponseto the natural world, does it autornatically follow that they
arethereforebetter predisposed to look the environmental crisis
'straightin the face'? In other words: when children become more
awareof their conneetion to nature, does that mean that they are
betterequipped to deal with the contradictions of modern human
existence,rather than living in a continued state of numbing, of
reducedemotional responsiveness? Or does it perhaps make them
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In a similar vein, for Laura Sewall the experience of 'paying
attention' is the flip side of psychic numbing. But this awareness
brings also with it a great challenge:

Can we awaken, or is it toa painful to do so, to be solDo
we choose the superficial comfort of closing down our percep'
tual channels, defending ourselves but simultaneously missingthe
juice and vibrancy of the world? Or do we look right intowhat
is truly before us, the whole scene stretching between the sweet
sublime and nasty, god-awful reality? (Sewall 1999, 94)

In these two quotations, the challenges of participating infear,
or looking straight into the dark realiry, are suggested to adulrs.
But what about children? How can we assist them in responding

too vulnerable, in the sense that in the modern world there seems
to be little room for -let alone survival value in - increased aware-
ness of our environment? If the latter is the case, then one per·
haps has to concede that a certain level of cognitive dissociation,
of numbing, is appropriate and indeed a basic human 'survival
mechanism' to cope with severe circumstances - that is, livingina
time, in which, as McKibben put it, the most basic systemsofthe
earth are thrown out of kilter.

It occurs to me that this issue is hardly considered in the public
debate. Most of the attention is geared towards finding practicai,
often technical, fixes to the ecological crisis. It is this pragmatic,
problem-solving oriented approach that many people seem tobe
most comfortabie with. The existential dimensions of the crisis,
especially for the younger generation, remain at the peripheryof
our attention.

In contrast to the option of mindfully shielding our sensoryor-
gans under a protective curtain, people like psychoanalyst Robert
Sardello argue for addressing 'the dark side' squarely.

Freeing the soulfrom fiar means participating in [ear; not naivl'
/y and not like a sheep being led to slaughter, but with thegreat-
est intensity of consciousness and attention we are able to muster.
Heigbtening of consciousness is involved but it is bere inseparabk
from the pain that goes with any expansion of asoarenes and
does not have as its aim mastery over what threatens us. This
approach demands increased attentiueness to the particulantis
of our experience, which can come on/y by becoming acutelycon-
scious to tbe realm of tbe senses - more open, more awake, mon
alioe, precisely in those situations where freedom wou/d seemto
be offired by escaping, by going numb (Sardello I999, 2IJ.



adequately to their fears, especially to those provoked by the en-
vironmental crisis? Maybe the way children are approached about
and assisted in dealing with this crisis should be fundamenrally
different. Finnish art edueator Sara Tobiasson (2007), working
on me Mand Islands, relates the following experience on her web
log:

Todayone of the youngsters I get to borrow during the days sighed
and said; Tm so tired ofsaoing the world. Can't we do something
elseJor a change?'
... In the classesfor biology and geography there has been one
environmental problem after another tbat we have tried to un-
derstand and come up with a solution for. Too many crises. And
I see that the disasters tbat tbe western ciuilization has built
up are now thrown in tbe arms of the young generation. It rolfs
over them through every media, and it probably just makes them
numb ....

In the next part, Tobiasson tries to find a way out of this nega-
tivespiral.

After young J said he was tired of saving the world I realized we
have to work the other way around. 1hrough learning to stop
and give beauty time one probably saves the world a little. we
alt influence eacb other in so many ways, and especially when
one has the ability to share what's amazing and untamed in tbis
world he or she plants a seed tban can become a garden. Alf of
you that are out there somewhere sharing what you feel is the
good and beautifol of this lift - I think youre doing an oh so
important job.

Sonja Walters, rhe mother of Nikki, whom I quored here ear-
lier,believes that parents might be overlooking a very critical as-
pect of the mental health of their children: 'Somehow we need to
start making strides sooner to either convey our ability to fix this
problem, or show our children how to live fruitful and productive
livesin the future, under severely different circumstances. I call it
planning ahead .... we need to figure out how to take the fear out
ofa changed future. We as parents need to take the reins to ensure
that our children ean have a beautiful, hope-tilled life' (Waters,
ibid.),

Saving the world a little by 'giving beauty time,' and 'planning
ahead' for a different future are, in themselves, important steps
teachersand parents ean take to move out of a deadlock situation.
Butas such, they don't take away the fundamental dilemma. For if
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we as adults (for exarnple through art practice) encourage children
to be more open, sensitive, porous, receptive - and through that,
more vulnerable - in me kind of world mat we have todaywe,
through mat, may be doing something which is at odds withas-
sisting mem, first and foremost, in developing eIementary survival
skilIs for these exceptionaI times.

When I raised this concern with Meri-Helga Mantere in a re-
cent interview, she acknowledged the dilemma, but at the same
time she maintained mat doing mis is our only hope, if weare
to have enough people in the future with a matured sensitivity
towards me world:

Difficult times such as our current era call Jor the utmost creati»
ity of the minds, psyches and spirits ofpeople, both as individuab
and as members of a collaborating group. They need a senseo/in-
ner balance in a time where they feel tbreatened - conscious&or
unconsciously - and where some find themselves occasionallyat
tbe fringe of despair. The demanding role of wise leaders, teach-
ers and parents is to keep up hope. One needs to be vulnerable,
because vulnerability is sensitivity. IJ one is connected to onel
senses, ij one is connected to ones heart, to other hu mans and
nature, ij one is alive, one is uulnerable. As a teacher, onehasto
anderstand and feel somehow how much children can take. The
age group is very important. Making young kids worried wou/d
be very unwise and unetbical: Instead, as a teacher, one hasto
give examples, stories, knowIedge, views, images, that areposi-
tive and life-enhancing and supporting. One bas to help kidsto
imagine alternatiue ways out of problems and to give examples
of what they can do together with others in their community. In
short, one should teach them that tbere are difJicult questiom,
but that there might be solutions to these (Mantere, personal
communication, 2007).
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